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Today’s Message 

 

Date: November 20, 2022 

Speaker: Pastor Steven Thomas 

Title: The Prelude to the Kingdom 

 

Text: Luke 24:13–27 (ESV)  
25 And he said to them, “O foolish ones, and slow of heart to 

believe all that the prophets have spoken! 26 Was it not necessary 

that the Christ should suffer these things and enter into his glory?” 
27 And beginning with Moses and all the Prophets, he interpreted to 

them in all the Scriptures the things concerning himself.  

 

Introduction: On Resurrection Day, two followers of Jesus left 

Jerusalem and walked to the little town of Emmaus. On the way, 

they aired their discouragement, frustration, and confusion caused 

by the death of Jesus. But then, the Lord Jesus, incognito, joined 

them on their journey. He confronted their lack of faith and 

proceeded to show them how the Scriptures taught the necessity of 

his cross. He showed them that his suffering and death were the 

necessary prelude to the promised Kingdom. 

 

 I. The story: Luke’s first description of the risen Jesus. 

 

A. Jesus joined two of his followers on the road to 

Emmaus. 13-16 

 

1. These unknown disciples were engaged in 

agitated conversation. 13-14 

 

2. Jesus joined them on their journey, though 

incognito. 15-16 
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C. Jesus inquired about their conversation and listened to 

a response filled with despair and confusion. 17-24 

 

1. The disciples were stunned that the stranger 

did not know what had happened. 17-18 

 

2. Cleopas recounted the story of Jesus. 19-24 

 

• He told of Jesus, the mighty prophet. 19 

• He told of Jesus, rejected and crucified. 20 

• He told of Kingdom hopes, now dashed. 21 

• He told of an empty tomb—and perplexity. 
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D. Jesus replaced their confusion with certainty. 25-27 

 

1. He rebuked the disciples for failure to know 

the Scriptures. 25 

 

2. He revealed the necessity of his Passion. 26 

 

3. He reviewed the Scripture’s theme of 

suffering as the prelude to Kingdom. 27 

 

 II. Luke’s point: God requires us to believe the Scriptures 

to enter the Kingdom; they show us that the cross of 

Jesus was the necessary prelude to the Kingdom.  

 

 III. Implications of this passage for understanding the Bible 

 

A. The Bible is a story that moves from Creation to 

Re-creation. 

 

B. The major theme of the Bible is Kingdom. 

 

C. The cross of Jesus Christ is the fulcrum on which 

God’s Kingdom decrees turn. 


